Signatures of short range anisotropic ferromagnetic correlations and ferromagnetic clustering, manifested as unusually large hysteresis and other anomalies of the low magnetic field dc magnetization and ac magnetic susceptibility, have been observed in both the antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic states of single crystal Gd 5 Ge 4 . Ferromagnetic correlations, which are most pronounced in a weak magnetic field applied along the b axis, are readily suppressed by fields exceeding ∼5 kOe and are believed to be related to a Griffiths-like phase that develops in Gd 5 Ge 4 below T G ≅240 K.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuing advancements in design and characterization of increasingly complex magnetic materials often lead to a progressively better understanding of ideas articulated in the past. One example is the so-called Griffiths phase ͑GP͒-a peculiar magnetic state in which magnetization fails to be an analytical function of the magnetic field, H, between T C and T G when H approaches zero, where T C is the conventional long range ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ ordering temperature ͑Curie temperature͒ and T G represents the onset of completely random magnetic interactions ͑true paramagnetism͒-first predicted to occur in randomly diluted Ising ferromagnets. 1 Recently, various systems exhibiting GP-like behavior are receiving considerable attention. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] The appearance of the Griffiths phase is usually associated with competing magnetic interactions leading to FM clustering, the origin of which may differ from one material to another. For example, short-range FM clustering in the magnetically disordered, apparently paramagnetic ͑PM͒ but actually GP-like state of Tb 5 Si 2 Ge 2 ͑Ref. 7͒ was associated at the microscopic level with competing intra-and interlayer magnetic exchange interactions, and at the macroscopic scale, with stacking faults that promote cluster nucleation and arise from microtwinning 8 which is found in all members of the extended series of R 5 Si x Ge 4-x compounds ͑R = rare earth metal͒ adopting monoclinic polymorphs in the paramagnetic state.
R 5 Si x Ge 4-x alloys, and especially, Gd 5 Si x Ge 4-x compounds with x ഛ ϳ 2 belong to an all important family of intermetallic materials, broadly investigated in the recent past due to coexistence of strong magnetocaloric, magnetostrictive, and magnetoresistive effects, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] all of which are associated with magnetic phase transitions that occur simultaneously with martensiticlike structural transformations. 8, 11 Of particular interest is one of the binary compounds-Gd 5 Ge 4 . Like other members of the family, it has a distinctly layered crystal structure ͑see Fig. 1͒ and exhibits strongly interconnected magnetic and crystallographic properties. At room temperature, PM Gd 5 Ge 4 adopts the Sm 5 Ge 4 -type structure ͓also known as the O͑II͒-type structure, Fig. 1͑a͔͒ which has no covalentlike Ge-Ge pairs between structurally identical twodimensional slabs that are stacked along the b axis.
14 At T N Х 128 K, Gd 5 Ge 4 orders antiferromagnetically ͑AFM͒ in a zero magnetic field, [15] [16] [17] [18] retaining the same O͑II͒ crystal structure as in the PM state. The AFM Gd 5 Ge 4 can be transformed into a nearly collinear FM state at low temperatures by applying a magnetic field exceeding ϳ10 kOe. Simultaneously with the AFM→ FM transformation, the crystal structure changes over to the Gd 5 Si 4 -type structure ͓also known as the O͑I͒-type structure, 14 Fig. 1͑b͔͒ , in which the slabs remain practically identical to the O͑II͒-Gd 5 Ge 4 but their stacking is altered by shearing of the neighboring slabs in opposite directions along the a axis, and the interslab interactions become enhanced due to covalentlike interslab Ge-Ge bonds appearing as a result of the O͑II͒ to O͑I͒ polymorphic transition. 19, 20 Hence, the O͑I͒-type polymorph is interslab bond rich, while the O͑II͒-type modification is interslab bond-poor structure.
This binary germanide is the only known member of the Gd 5 Si x Ge 4-x family with an O͑II͒-AFM ground state despite a large positive Weiss temperature ͑ p Х 95 K͒, 16 although there are preliminary indications that the ground state of this compound is indeed O͑I͒-FM Gd 5 Ge 4 which is not reached during a zero magnetic field cooling due to a kinetic arrest. 21 Furthermore, the anomalous behavior of the magnetic susceptibility of Gd 5 Ge 4 has been reported at temperatures as high as 230 K ͑approximately 100 K higher than T N ͒, from which the beginning of some magnetic ordering process at 230 K has been hypothesized. 22 Based on high field ͑ ϳ120 kOeഛ H ഛ 230 kOe͒ magnetization measurements, the coexistence of short-range FM and AFM correlations due to breaking of the AFM ordering by a strong magnetic field was recently postulated for Gd 5 Ge 4 and a few other Ge-rich Gd 5 Si x Ge 4-x compounds. 23 High-resolution x-ray powder diffraction performed in a 35 kOe magnetic field revealed that at 6.1 K, only ϳ93% mol of Gd 5 Ge 4 has been transformed from the O͑II͒ phase to the O͑I͒ polymorphic modification, but the magnetization reaches ϳ99% of its saturation value, 19, 24 suggesting that at least some of the O͑II͒ -Gd 5 Ge 4 orders ferromagnetically without a structural change. All of this, points to much more complex and intriguing physics than a simple competition of magnetic exchange and thermal energies as temperature and magnetic field vary. Here, we show that short range FM correlations extend far into what was previously thought to be the PM state of O͑II͒-Gd 5 Ge 4 and argue that these FM correlations result in a dynamic GP-like FM clustering at temperatures over 100 K higher than the temperature at which the system develops a long range antiferromagnetic order.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A single crystal of Gd 5 Ge 4 was grown using the tri-arc pulling technique. 25 An oriented cubelike single crystal specimen with dimensions 0.9ϫ 1.0ϫ 1.0 mm 3 was prepared with its faces normal to the principal crystallographic directions. Details about the preparation and crystallographic orientation can be found elsewhere. 26 A detailed microscopic examination of several single crystalline specimens from the same batch 27 showed no detectable impurities other than ϳ1 vol. % of Gd 5 Ge 3 present as extremely thin platelets that form in the solid state and are uniformly dispersed in the Gd 5 Ge 4 matrix. The Gd 5 Ge 3 compound orders antiferromagnetically ϳ50 K below T N of Gd 5 Ge 4 , and therefore, its presence in such a low concentration should have a negligible effect on bulk magnetism of the matrix. The dc magnetization and ac magnetic susceptibility were measured using a superconducting quantum interference device ͑SQUID͒ magnetometer, MPMS-XL from Quantum Design, Inc. The ac magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed in a 10 Oe bias dc field with a 5 Oe ac drive field at a 125 Hz frequency. Before each measurement, the sample was zerofield cooled ͑zfc͒ from the paramagnetic state at 300 K to the desired temperature. After reaching this temperature, the magnetic field was applied and then M͑T͒ data were collected during heating ͑zfc, heating͒ immediately followed by cooling ͑field cooled, fc, cooling͒ and then heating ͑fc, heating͒ measurements. Magnetic relaxation measurements were performed by fc cooling the sample in a 50 Oe field to a desired temperature and measuring the magnetization as a function of time at constant temperature and field immediately after the temperature was stable, usually 5-7 min after the target temperature was reached. We estimate that misalignment between the crystallographic axes and directions of both dc and ac magnetic field vectors did not exceed 5°. Figure 2 shows the magnetization of single crystal Gd 5 Ge 4 measured between 2 and 280 K in magnetic fields ranging from 1 to 9 kOe with the magnetic field vector parallel to the b axis. All M͑T͒ curves exhibit anomalies at ϳ14 K and ϳ128 K, the latter corresponds to the Néel temperature, T N . We note that because of the scale of Fig. 2 , either of the irregularities for the 1 kOe M͑T͒ data is difficult to see. Similar anomalies are also seen in M͑T͒ data recorded with the magnetic field vector parallel to the a and c axes. 26 Below T N , the magnetization along the b axis ͑and the a axis͒ increases with decreasing temperature, not following the behavior expected for a conventional AFM state in which the magnetization should remain constant below T N ͑Ref. 28͒ when a magnetic field vector is perpendicular to the antiferromagnetic coupling axis ͑the Gd moments in O͑II͒-AFM Gd 5 Ge 4 are coupled along the c axis 29, 30 ͒. Below 14 K, the M͑T͒ anomaly originates from a small, field-dependent amount of O͑I͒-FM Gd 5 Ge 4 phase that precipitates in the O͑II͒-AFM matrix, 16, 21 which is seen as a divergence of all fc cooling curves from the zfc heating curves, Fig. 2 . Thermodynamically, the behavior developing with the increasing magnetic field in the vicinity of 14 K reveals a shifting balance between the thermal, magnetic, and strain energies, and the influence of strain on a kinetic arrest 31 that may occur in systems exhibiting magnetostructural phase transitions. The presence of low, field-dependent concentrations of the O͑I͒-FM Gd 5 Ge 4 is also supported by a weak hysteresis found in all M͑T͒ curves between ϳ14 K and T N , where the fc cooling curves lie slightly below the zfc heating curves, as highlighted in the inset of Fig. 2 . Increasing the field enhances both the magnitude of the kink at ϳ14 K and the zfc-fc hysteresis below 14 K, thus signaling that the concentration of the O͑I͒-FM Gd 5 Ge 4 phase increases. Figure 2 and its inset also indicate that above T N the trend is reversed and fc cooling curves now exhibit a higher magnetization than the zfc heating curves, yet both remain closer to one another than when compared in the AFM state. The deviation becomes progressively more and more evident as the temperature approaches T N . Thus, weak FM correlations are also noticeable above T N , i.e., they occur in the magnetically disordered state, which is quite unusual. The FM correlations above T N are different from the O͑I͒-FM Gd 5 Ge 4 precipitating in the O͑II͒-AFM Gd 5 Ge 4 matrix below T N because, as we show next, these high temperature FM correlations become enhanced in low magnetic fields, yet they are nearly completely suppressed in magnetic fields of 5 kOe and higher, which is just the opposite of the behavior 16 exhibited by the O͑I͒-FM precipitates of Gd 5 Ge 4 . Figure 3 shows the M͑T͒ behavior of single crystal Gd 5 Ge 4 measured with a 50 Oe magnetic field applied along the a, b and c axes. The low temperature anomalies seen in Fig. 2 remain noticeable, but they now occur at various field direction-dependent temperatures ranging from 20 to 40 K. Unlike the higher field data where the magnetization behaviors along the a and b axes are quite similar to one other but both differ from that along the c axis, 29, 30 all three of the 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
͑Color online͒ The magnetization of single crystal Gd 5 Ge 4 measured as a function of temperature in a 50 Oe magnetic field with the magnetic field vector parallel the a ͑a͒, b ͑b͒, and c axes ͑c͒. Panel ͑d͒ illustrates the difference between the fc cooling and zfc heating measurements. Néel temperature, T N ϭ 128 K, is marked on every panel; panel ͑d͒ also indicates the common temperature ͑T G ͒ at which the fc-zfc hysteresis sets in for all directions.
M͑T͒ curves are substantially different in a low magnetic field. Specifically, the b-axis magnetization is unusually large between 40 and 240 K, so that even the signature of the AFM ordering at T N = 128 K becomes nearly unrecognizable, and both zfc and fc curves exhibit an FM-like transition around T G = 240 K. Also, unlike the higher field ͑H ജ 1 kOe͒ data of Fig. 2 , where the difference between the zfc and fc magnetization changes sign at T N , there is no sign change in the 50 Oe data. Furthermore, the 50 Oe fc cooling curves exhibit much higher magnetization than the zfc heating ones below T G , and they also display a remarkable anisotropy ͓Figs. 3͑a͒-3͑c͔͒. The unusually large zfc-fc hysteresis points to the presence of FM correlations in the PM state, which apparently sets at a much higher temperature than T N . Comparing the behavior of M fc -M zfc with temperature in Fig. 3͑d͒ to that in the higher field of Fig. 2 indicates that these low-field FM correlations extend into the AFM regime. With increasing field, however, FM correlations below T N rapidly evolve into precipitates of O͑I͒-FM Gd 5 Ge 4 , which results in a smaller and differently behaving hysteresis ͑see inset of Fig. 2͒ . Therefore, short-range FM correlations observed both in the PM and AFM states appear to be different from small precipitates of a long range FM Gd 5 Ge 4 which are manifested as a kink at T = 14 K in the zfc heating data. Short-range FM correlations are noticeable only in low fields and they are obviously enhanced along the b axis compared to the other two axes. They are also much enhanced in an fc process compared to the zfc heating process regardless of the geometrical relationship between the magnetic field vector and the crystallographic direction. We note here that in a polycrystalline sample of Gd 5 Ge 4 , an anomaly ascribed to FM correlations but without elaboration on their nature was observed below 225 K in M͑T͒ data measured in a 500 Oe magnetic field. 32 The FM correlations observed when T N Ͻ T Ͻ T G suggest anomalous behavior of the corresponding inverse magnetic susceptibility ͑H / M͒, which is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The 5 kOe data follow Curie-Weiss law above ϳ170 K for all the three axes with a common paramagnetic Curie temperature, P = 100 K, and a practically equal effective magnetic moment of 7.89 B / Gd atom, which is close to 7.94 B expected for a free Gd 3+ ion. The low field H / M curves, however, follow the Curie-Weiss law only above ϳ240 K, exhibiting a rapid downturn below this temperature. Regardless of the geometrical relationship between the magnetic field vector and the crystallographic direction, the lower the field, the larger the negative deviation from a conventional PM behavior. The magnetic susceptibility along the b axis always exhibits a greater deviation below 240 K followed by the a then c axes in both zfc heating and fc cooling and fc heating curves indicating that the b axis plays a major role in defining short-range FM correlations. This observation correlates well with the fact that the magnetic field-induced FM state of Gd 5 Ge 4 is most stable when the field is applied along the b-axis axis, which also is the easy magnetization direction of the O͑I͒-FM Gd 5 Ge 4 ͑Ref. 26͒. Hence, magnetic anisotropy seen in Fig. 3 is consistent with FM clustering, which is controlled by the crystallographic anisotropy of this distinctly layered structure, and it is apparent that the b-axis component of the magnetization of these clusters is dominant.
Magnetic anomalies between T N and T G are also manifested in the ac magnetic susceptibility, as shown in Fig. 5 for the b axis. The Cure-Weiss fit in the PM state above 240 K yields P = 100 K and p eff = 7.84 B / Gd atom, both values are nearly identical to those obtained from the dc M͑T͒ data. Below ϳ240 K, both the zfc heating and fc cooling 1 / Ј͑T͒ curves exhibit a large negative deviation from the paramagnetic behavior. Simultaneously, the nonzero values of the out-of-phase component of the ac magnetic susceptibility ͑Љ͒ indicate onset of an energy loss process, usually associated with domain dynamics, which is unexpected for a paramagnetic state but is consistent with a weak ferromagnetism, even though there is no onset of the long range magnetic order. The local minimum of 1 / Ј͑T͒ and the peak of Љ͑T͒ at ϳ210 K correspond to the temperature at which the curvature of the −1 ͑T͒ data is maximum ͓see Fig. 4͑b͔͒ . This also is the same temperature at which the log͑H / M͒ vs log͑T / T C −1͒ curve shown in Fig. 4͑d͒ ͑also see below͒ has a maximum slope. Unlike the dc magnetization data of Fig. 3 , the ac magnetic susceptibility exhibits only a small zfc-fc hysteresis, apparently related to differences between static ͑dc field͒ and dynamic ͑ac field͒ magnetization processes.
Summarizing experimental results presented above, we conclude that FM correlations are present in both the AFM and PM states of Gd 5 Ge 4 at all temperatures below T G = 240 K. At the microscopic scale, they can be understood by extending a Griffiths-type model, 1 in which ferromagnetic clustering above T C in a diluted Ising ferromagnet results from a nonzero probability of populating neighboring lattice sites with interacting spins. Consider the O͑II͒ phase of Gd 5 Ge 4 ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒, where below T N the coupling between Gd moments which belong to a same slab is FM, whereas the coupling between the neighboring slabs is AFM. 29, 30 As temperature increases, both the intraslab FM and interslab AFM coupling weakens, and above T N , the long range magnetic order disappears which normally should result in the PM state of the compound. We recall, however, that the slabs in O͑II͒ Gd 5 Ge 4 have essentially the same structure as the slabs in any other Gd 5 Si x Ge 4-x compound, including those adopting the interslab bond-rich O͑I͒-type structure in the PM state. The ground state of the O͑I͒-type phase ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ is FM, meaning that both the intraslab and interslab exchange interactions are ferromagnetic. On one hand, this enables us to postulate a possibility of random FM fluctuations which are due to interactions between neighboring FM ordered slabs. Considering that O͑II͒ Gd 5 Ge 4 may order ferromagnetically without a structural change, 19, 20 randomly occurring FM clustering of the ferromagnetically ordered slabs in the long range ordered O͑II͒-AFM Gd 5 Ge 4 matrix is quite feasible. On the other hand, it is well known that T C of any O͑I͒-Gd 5 Si x Ge 4-x compound is always ͑and considerably͒ higher compared to a T C of an interslab bond-deficient monoclinic 8, 14 or O͑II͒ polymorphic modifications with the same stoichiometry. 33 Hence, random FM interactions and clustering are likely to occur inside the magnetically disordered Gd 5 Ge 4 slabs at temperatures much higher than T N . In this model, the FM fluctuations below T N should be pseudo-one-dimensional because they propagate along the b axis creating random FM clusters of FM ordered slabs, while these fluctuations and clustering are pseudo-twodimensional, occurring predominantly in the ac plane and forming FM clusters inside the magnetically disordered slabs between T N and T G .
Anomalies of magnetization similar to those described above were recently reported in the low-field magnetization of polycrystalline Tb 5 Si 2 Ge 2 ͑Ref. 7͒. These were correlated with the nanometer-scale O͑I͒-FM GP-type clusters detected in the monoclinic-PM Tb 5 Si 2 Ge 2 by small angle neutron scattering experiments. The GP-like cluster onset temperature T G = ϳ 200 K was found to be consistent with the Curie temperatures of Si-rich O͑I͒-PM Tb 5 Si x Ge 4-x compounds where 2.6ഛ x ഛ 4. Extrapolation led to the expected magnetic ordering temperature of ϳ200 K for a hypothetical O͑I͒-PM Tb 5 Si 2 Ge 2 ͑Ref. 7͒. Similar to the behavior for Tb 5 Si 2 Ge 2 , an "ordering" temperature of ϳ250 K ͑which is quite close to the experimentally observed T G = 240 K͒ can be obtained for "O͑I͒ Gd 5 Ge 4 " ͑x =0͒ by extrapolating Curie temperatures of Si-rich O͑I͒-PM Gd 5 Si x Ge 4-x compounds where 2 ഛ x ഛ 4 ͑Ref. 14 and 34͒ ͑see inset of Fig. 6͒ . With other similarities between the two systems, including the relationships between the crystal structure and magnetic behaviors, it is easy to accept that the FM correlations observed below ϳ240 K in Gd 5 Ge 4 are related to a GP-like Gd 5 Ge 4 with T G = 240 K.
Further confirmation of this hypothesis may be obtained by analyzing magnetic susceptibility, which for a Griffiths phase, should be characterized by an exponent less than unity, that is, ͑T͒ ϰ ͑T − T C ͒ −͑1−͒ , where 0 ഛϽ1 ͑Ref. 35͒. The large and positive value of the Weiss temperature indicates that the FM intraslab interactions are dominant compared to the AFM interslab interactions, Therefore, taking P = 100 K as the ordering temperature ͑T C ͒, we find that G is highly anisotropic, varying from 0.27 ͑c axis͒ to 0.61 ͑b axis͒ for T N Ͻ T Ͻ 170 K, see Fig. 4͑d͒ . It becomes isotropic and zero, in the paramagnetic state, i.e., PM Х 0 for T Ͼ 240 K, as shown for the 10 Oe data in Fig. 4͑d͒ . The GPlike Gd 5 Ge 4 fully develops between ϳ180 and 240 K, exhibiting a singularity around 210 K, which is indicated by the vertical line in Fig. 4͑d͒ . The same temperature for the Griffiths singularity is obtained for other low magnetic field M͑T͒ data, H ഛ 0.1 kOe. When the field is increased, H Ͼ 0.1 kOe, the size and/or concentration of the FM clusters is gradually reduced and GP Gd 5 Ge 4 becomes less and less distinguishable from the PM matrix, which under the influence of the magnetic field also develops a "preferred" magnetization direction coinciding with the magnetic field vector. When the field reaches 5 kOe, the Griffiths's singularity disappears ͓Fig. 4͑d͔͒ and GP-like behavior of Gd 5 Ge 4 is completely suppressed.
We now consider macroscopic features that may be related to the development of the GP-like Gd 5 Ge 4 . Unlike in Tb 5 Si 2 Ge 2 , where numerous stacking faults between twin variants of the monoclinic structure were considered an important factor in the formation of the Griffiths phase, 7 twins, and therefore, twin boundaries are absent in the orthorhombic Gd 5 Ge 4 . Therefore, the macroscopic mechanism responsible for a rapid development of FM clusters in Gd 5 Ge 4 must be different from what has been suggested for Tb 5 Si 2 Ge 2 . A recent microstructural study of several R 5 Si x Ge 4-x compositions, including Gd 5 Ge 4 , reveals the existence of ubiquitous microscopic features, seen as very thin plates with apparently Gd 5 Si x Ge 3-x stoichiometry scattered through the bulk of all samples. 36 Noting that in Gd 5 Ge 4 , these plates should be the silicon-free Gd 5 Ge 3 binary phase and that the AFM ordering temperature of Gd 5 Ge 3 is 76 K ͑Ref. 37͒, it is safe to conclude that anomalies observed at and below T G = 240 K are not directly related to the intrinsic magnetism of the Gd 5 Ge 3 platelets, especially after recalling that these platelets make no more than 1-2 % of the total volume. 19, 20, 25, 36 Since the formation of these plates appears to be related to a displacive-diffusional transformation occurring in the solid state during cooling, they form complex matrix-plate interfaces consisting of terraces that extend over many unit cell dimensions and risers that are considerably shorter. The terraces have a low mobility, whereas the risers have a high mobility, thus helping to quench in disorder at the interfaces. These disordered volumes facilitate atomic attachment and detachment, enabling the risers to produce transformation dislocations in the matrix. In turn, these dislocations serve as nucleation centers explaining the ease with which FM clusters emerge at high temperatures, in the GP-like regime.
The anomalous magnetic behavior below T G is also clearly seen from the magnetic relaxation data illustrated in Fig. 7 . Here, the single crystal was field cooled ͑H =50 Oe at a rate 10 K / min͒ from 300 K to the temperature of the measurement and then the magnetization was measured every 10 min over the next 5.5 to 6.5 h. Between T N and T G , the isofield and isothermal magnetization falls off by about 1% within the first 20-30 min and then exhibits a tendency towards saturation, while still decaying slowly. This reduction of the magnetization with time is quite unusual since normally magnetization relaxes in the opposite way, i.e., it increases with time at constant magnetic field and temperature. Furthermore, the curves depicted in Fig. 7 are not exponential functions of time, and therefore, magnetization decays appear to be unrelated to any thermally activated process. Reduction of the magnetization with time correlates well with the observed zfc-fc hysteresis illustrated in Fig. 3͑d͒ , showing that a constant magnetic field reduces FM-like coupling when the sample is kept in the field for a long enough time. This serves as an additional proof that the magnetic field suppresses FM fluctuations and clustering, in the GPlike regime. As expected, above T G ͑not shown in Fig. 7͒ and well below T N ͑Fig. 7, T =60 K͒ the magnetization of Gd 5 Ge 4 remains constant with time. A small initial decrease of the magnetization at 100 K, when the system is already in the AFM state but the temperature remains close to T N also supports our suggestion ͑see above͒ that dynamic, short range FM correlations occur in a low magnetic field even in the antiferromagnetically ordered Gd 5 Ge 4 .
The updated H-T phase diagram of Gd 5 Ge 4 ͑assuming zfc cooled sample and first magnetic field application͒ including the presence of the GP-like regime above T N is depicted in Fig. 6 for the magnetic field vector parallel to the b axis ͑see Ref. 26 for the diagrams along the other two axes, which however, do not include the Griffiths phase region͒. Even though the low-field, short-range FM correlations extend into the AFM regime, they are microscopically inequivalent to those that occur above the T N . We, thus, designate this phase region as short-range ferromagnetic clustering ͑SRFMC͒. It appears that just like in the Griffiths phase region, clustering in the SRFMC phase region is dynamic, which is possible because it does not involve crystallographic phase change, and therefore, is not hindered by the related strain.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
As follows from the low-field magnetic properties of a single crystal of Gd 5 Ge 4 , the system exhibits complex interplay between long range and short-range magnetic order. In addition to a small fraction of a static FM component ͑con-centration of which steadily increases with the increasing magnetic field between 0 and ϳ9 kOe͒ present in the AFM matrix below ϳ14 K, dynamic short-range ferromagnetic clustering is observed between 70-80 K and T N . While the static FM component adopts the O͑I͒-type structure, we believe that the dynamic FM clusters maintain the O͑II͒-type crystal structure, which is the same as for the AFM matrix. Above T N = 128 K but below T G = 240 K, a different type of short-range ferromagnetic correlations and dynamic FM clustering, which may be attributed to the Griffiths phaselike state of Gd 5 Ge 4 , is also observed. Unlike the negligible anisotropy of the true paramagnetic state above 240 K, the Griffiths phaselike Gd 5 Ge 4 exhibits strong magnetic anisotropy with the b axis being clearly the direction with the largest magnetization. The latter is consistent with the same axis being the easy magnetization direction of the long range ordered FM Gd 5 Ge 4 phase. Signatures of the short-range ferromagnetic correlations are easily suppressed by magnetic fields exceeding ϳ5 kOe. Microscopically, the formation of the Griffiths-like phase can be related to the competition of the interslab and intraslab magnetic exchange interactions that are present in a distinctly layered crystal structure of the compound. Macroscopically, the appearance of the Griffithslike phase may be enhanced by the precipitates of thin plates of Gd 5 Ge 3 present in the sample.
